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TO THE TEACHER

As a text this book was written to fill a specific need to teach
power sewing to deaf students. To do this, several specifications had
to be met. In the first place, the scope of the book must be wide enough
to make the student familiar with the basic knowledge of power sewing
At the same time, it must be intelligible to students with language and
reading difficultics

For this reason the book had to be written in the simplest possible
language, In order to catch the student's eye, I have made free use of
cartoons and drawings These are meant to arouse the student's
curiosity, and make her read the captions and text

In the same vein, I 'Nave substituted drawings for available photo-
graphs The virtue of the drawing is that it can reduce something
complex to its basic essence This simplicity also makes drawings
easier to grasp.

Most of the tests at the end of the lessons are of a practical nature.
The students are asked to do what they have just learned rather than to
answer questions about

The lessons are set up so as to allow the teacher to work with each
student at her own speed. They are short, and the students grouped
according to their ability and their state of progress While most of
the class practices a skill, the teacher can work on the lesson with a
small group, There is no danger that the fast student will get bored,
or that the slow ones will act as a drag on the class

'The length of the lesson also allows the teacher to give the entire
lesson to different groups at different times during the same class hour,
and to give all the students individual attention

The primary purpose of this book is to provide a text for deaf
children, Its usefulness need not end there, however Since the need
for verbal skills is kept at a minim-um, the text could be used for
hearing children with reading difficulties as well

Texts currently in use in this field are few and tend to be highly
technical in language As a result, the materials they present often
pass over the heads of the children they are supposed to teach

My special thanks go to my fellow teacher, Richard Dames, who
was kind enough to help with my drawings and cartoons

Y M H.
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UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

1. The power sewing machine

Z. The machine table

3. Safety - machines

4. Safety - Tools

5. Care of the machine

6. Cleaning

7. Oiling - A

8. Oiling - B

9. Care of the work area



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

The Power Sewing Machine Lesson 1.

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the power sewing machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

power machine (pou/ar ma slier()

factory (faVt a ri)

operator (op'ar a 'tar)

machine table (ma shen''tail391)

machine head (ma sh-e'n/ hed)

The machines in the
FACTORY are called
powe r machine s

The power machine is like the machine

you use in homemaking.

The power machine must be stronger

because it is used all day.



The machine has 2 parts:

1. The table
2. The head

The girls or women who work

on the power machine are

called OPERATORS.

THE MACHINE TABLE

This is a machine table.

Most tables in the factory

look like this.



Machine Head

For some seams you need

a different kind of table.

It is called OFF-THE-ARM

TABLE.

This table is used to sew

together sleeves and the

legs of pants.

On top of the table is the machine head.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. What is the difference between the power machine and
the homemaking machine?

2. What are the two parts of the machine?

3. What is an operator?

4. Name five seams that are sewn on the off-the-arm
machine.



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

The Machine Table Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the machine table and its parts.

Words to learn for this lesson:

motor (mo tar)
edrawer (dro ar)

bin (bin)

switch (swich)

kneelift (nelift)

treadle (tree].)

../.1111111...

Under the table is the motor.

The motor gives the machine the power to sew.

This is like the motor in a car.

On the left side under the

table is the drawer.

Keep your tools in the drawer.



In the back of the machine

is the thread stand.

This stand holds your

thread and keeps it away

from your work.

Most machines have a bin. This bin helps

the operator not to waste her time.

She does not have to cut and fold every piece

of work.

As the operator sews, her work falls into

the bin.



The kne i a ngs under the tab le.

You will learn how to use the

kneelift later.

On the right side under the table is

the switch. This is like a light switch.

You turn the machine ON when you

want to sew.

Always turn the machine OFF when

you are finished.

On the floor is the treadle.

When you step on the treadle

the machine starts to work.

It is the same as a gas pedal

on a car.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Why do we need a motor?

2. What happens when we step on the treadle?

Does the operator cut and fold every piece of work?

4. What do you keep in the drawer?



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

Safety - Machine s Lesson 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn about safety.

Words to learn for this lesson:

( /ti)safety

accident (ak/sa dant)

carele s s (lea://lis)

safety rules ( s-af ti rills)

habit (habit)

fingerguard ( fing/g ar gard)

Most accidents happen because someone

is careless.

Power machines are DANGEROUS!

Always follow the safety rules.

Safety must be a habit.



Do not use the machines when the teacher

is not in the room.

Work only on the machines you know.

Strange machines can cause accidents.

YES

-10-

DON'T TOUCH



When your machine needs a

repair, shut off the motor

and call the teacher.

No

Turn the machine off when you change a needle.

Yes



YES N
When yuu put the bobbin case in the machine, the needle must be

at the lowest point.

When you oil or clean the machine,

shut off the motor.

-11A-



Always use the fingerguard.

Keep your fingers flat on the machine.

ASSIGNMENT:

Keep your eyes on the machine.

The "Dizzi Lizzi" will sew her

fingers to her work.

I. When you change a bobbin, where is the needle?

2. Why do you need a fingerguard?

3. May you use any machine?

4. Why do we shut off the motor when we oil the machine?



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

Safety - Tools Lesson 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to use tools safely.

Words to learn for this lesson:

scissors (siz/arz)

tool (t'u1)

sharp (sharp)

dull (dul)

dangerous (dan/jar a s)

Tools can cause accidents if they are not used carefully.

You use your scissors all the time.

Be careful. They are sharp and dangerous.

-13-



When you give scissors to another person,

hold them by their point.

-...10.40.iii.M.10011100.141°F

When you walk, do not hold your scissors

open.

Do not run with scissors in your hand.

Do not point scissors at another

person.

-14-



When you work, have

the scir ors point away

from you.

Screwdrivers are as dangerous as

your scissor s.

Your scissors must be sharp. Dull scissors are more dangerous.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Give your scissors to the girl next to you.

2. Give a screwdriver to the girl next to you.

3. Get up and walk with your scissors to your machine.

4. Put your scissors on your machine.



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

Care of the Machine Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to take care of the machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

expensive (eks pen/ siv)

replace (ri pia")

attachment (a tach/mant)
_ /machine belt (ma shen belt)

special spe shial)

wheel (hwel)

Your machine is very expensive.

Take good care of your machine.

Only a clean machine works well.

A49
YES NO

-16-

When a part is old and

no-good, " it must be replaced.

It can cause trouble.



Always replace the part with

the same part.

Every machine has a label with

a number or it. This is the

number of your needle.

When you replace a needle, be

sure that it is the same number.

When you use an attachment,

be sure it is right for your

machine.

-17-



4

1

Be sure to use the right thread.

Every machine has an operator's

handbook.

This book will tell you what the

right thread is.

ASSIGNMENT:

The machine belt must be tight.

If the belt is loose, the wheel

turns slowly or not at all.

iwn

1. Check the machine belt and tighten it if it needs it.

2. Find the right needle for your machine.

3. Find the right needle for two special machines.

4. Get the right thread for your machine.

5. Find the right hemmer for your machine.

-18-



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

Cleaning Lesson 6

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to clean a machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

cleaning (kren/ ing)

thread (thred)

wood (wad.)

screws (skiiis)

machine belt (m a shen belt)

Before you start oiling, you must clean the machine.

Take the thread out of the machine.

Take the bobbin case out of the machine.

NOS

Clean the bobbin case.

Use a small piece of

wood (a match).

Do not use your scissors.

-19-



Unscrew the throat plate.

Take it off.

Put the throat plate and the screws

in the drawer.

Loosen the machine belt. Tilt back the machine.

-20-



Brush off lint and dirt.

Regular machine: Clean the drip pan with paper towels.



Self-oiling machine: Clean the magnet.

Be careful that dirt does not fall into the oil.

CLEAN MAGNET

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Clean a regular machine.

2. Clean a self-oiling machine.



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINF

Oiling - A Lesson 7

OBJECTIVE: To learn why we oil a machine.

To learn when we oil a machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

dry

gauge

manual

wear

reservoir

Why do we oil a machine?

(dri)

(g"a".j)

.(man4u al)

(war)
/(rez ar .,,

v war)

-23-



If the machine is dry, the

parts rub together.

They wear out.

If the machine is oiled, it

works well.

The regular machines we

oil every day.

A good operator keeps her

machine oiled all the time.



The self-oiling machine has the oil in a reservoir.

Every time the machine is used, the oil runs through the machine.

25-



Too Mut.14

LEvEL

Too LATTLE

ASSIGNMENT:

The self-oiling machine has a gauge.

On the gauge you can see if you have

enough oil in the machine.

1. Which machine has a reservoir?

2. Which machine must be oiled every day?

3. What is a gauge?

4. What happens if the machine is dry?

-26-



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

Oiling - B Lesson 8

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to oil the machines.

Words to learn for this lesson:

gauge

manual

oil can

parts

regular

(An

(man u al)

(oil/ kan)
,.(parts)

(reg u lar)

Now we know why and when to oil. Today we shall learn how.

When you are ready to oil the

machine, use the right grade

of oil.

gq*k+01/4

Go
304

WRON

The operator's manual tells you what

grade of oil to use.

-27-



There are different oil cans.

The short oil can is for the outside.

The oil can with the long neck is for the inside.

Every manual has a picture that shows where to oil.

E

Laws/till

E/ 5'3

Showing the Eight Oiling Points on the Machine

-28-



Most oiling holes are painted red.

When you oil a machine, put the tip of the oil can in the hole.

Press the bottom with the thumb.



Some machines have a stick gauge.

This is the same as in a car.

oie eevee

When you are finished, wipe the

machine well.

You do not want to get oil spots on

your work.

...A101111111111.1111m1101111.11111mmillir.0010

When you oil the machine you must

look at the stick gauge.

See if you have enough oil.

-30-



ASSIGNMENT:

I. Clean and oil a regular machine.

2. Clean and oil a self-oiling machine.



UNIT I

LET US LEARN ABOUT THE POWER SEWING MACHINE

Good Housekeeping Lesson 9

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to take care of the work area.

New words to learn:

judge (juj)

rags (rags)

work area (werk ar la)

The place where your machine and your chair

stands is called the work area.

Keep your work area clean.

Your boss will judge you by the

cleanliness of your work area.



LI

Never eat at your machine! ! !

You might get food spots on your work.

You would not like to buy a dress that is dirty,

and neither would anybody else.

After oiling your machine, sew a few minutes on rags.

This will clean your machine.

ASSIGNMENT:

When you leave your machine:

1. Shut off the motor.

2. Fold your work.

3. Straighten your chair.

1. Why is it important to keep the work area clean?

2. Should you eat at your machine?

3. What is the work area?

4. What must you do when you leave your machine?



1

UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

1. The lockstitch machine

2. Machine parts

3. Machine parts - B

4. Tools

5. Thread breaking

6. Raising the presser foot

7. Start and stop

Sew on paper

9. Threading the top

10. The bobbin

11. Change the needle

12. Tension

13. Stitch length



t. I

t/B480

SINGLE NEEDLE LOCK STITCH



-9.. 



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDL' LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The .Lockstitch Machine Lesson 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the lockstitch machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

single sinIg 91)

factory (fak/ta ri)

bobbin (bob/ an)

multiple (mul'sta pal)

When you work in a factory, you will find more LOCKSTITCH MACHINES

than any other kind.

The lockstitch machine has 2 threads:

1 thread on top goes through the needle,

1 thread on the bottom goes through the bobbin.

The lockstitch machine makes a seam that is the same

on both sides.

-37-

The lockstitch machine

ALWAYS has a bobbin.



The lockstitch machine can have more than one

needle.

A machine with more than one needle is called

a MULTIPLE-NEEDLE machine.

Later you will learn about different lockstitch

machine s.

ASSIGNMENT: Fill in the missing words:

The Lockstitch Machine

1. The stitch is the on both sides.

2. The lockstitch machine always has a

3. The lockstitch machine can have than one needle.

4. The is used more than any other machine.

5. The top thread goes through the

6. The bottom thread goes through the



1

UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Machine Parts -A. Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the most important parts of the machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

balance wheel (bal a:a s hwel)

thumb (thum)

screw

change (chanj)

guide (gid)

tension (ten/ shan)

( Berri bli)as sembly 9



In this lesson and the next we shall learn

the names of the machine parts.

THE LIGHT.

It is in the back of the machine.

Always use the light when you work.

The light shines on your work, so that

you can see what you are doing.

THE THUMBSCREW.

It is used to make the stitch larger

or smaller.

'71,11pie

THE BALANCE WHEEL.

It is used to bring the needle up or

down.

if

THE STITCHCHANGER.

This also changes the stitch.



THE THREAD GUIDE.

The thread runs through the thread guide.

THE TENSION ASSEMBLY.

In a later lesson we shall learn

about tension.

-40-



ASSIGNMENT:

LIGHT = A

Do the same thing to the next 5 words:

Stitch changer

Balance wheel

Thumb screw

Thread guide

Tension assembly

-41-

5



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Machine Parts - B Lesson 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn about more parts of the machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

presser foot (pre s ar flat)

zipper (zip/ar)

lever (ley/ ar)

feed dog (fad/ dog)

throat plate (thrlit/ prat)

needle (n.e. "dal)

THE PRESSER FOOT.

It holds the material in place from the top.

THE ZIPPER FOOT.

It is used in place of the presser foot to sew

on a zipper.

-42-



THE PRESSER-BAR-LIFTER

It makes the presser foot go up

and down.

THE THROAT PLATE.

It holds the feect dog in place.

-43-

1

THE FEED DOG.

It holds the material in place from

the bottom.



THE NEEDLE.

It comes ire different sizes.

There are straight needles and

there are curved needles.

ASSIGNMENT: or
Write the name of the part on the line.



UNIT II

THE SINGLENEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Tools Les son 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the tools an operator uses.

Words to learn for this lesson:

scissors (sizIarz)

nippers (nip arz)

handy

screwdriver

tweezer s

brush

(han/di)

(skru driv ar)

(tw.e/z qrz)

(brush)

Every operator uses tools in her work.

SCISSORS and NIPPERS .

They must always be handy

for cutting.

SCISSORS

-45-

NIPPERS



Keep your nippers or

scissors on the right

side of the machine.

A

o,

a.

,ice

A airmail/a

When you sew short seams,

keep the nippers in your

hand.

This helps you to save time.



or

SCREWDRIVER.

In your drawer there should Le two

screwdrivers.

A very small screwdriver for the

bobbin case.

A large screwdriver for the machine.

Some machines use a threading wire.

Some machines need tweezers.

-47-



BRUSH.

For cleaning you need a brush.

NO!

ASSIGNMENT:

Never clean the machine with the

point of the scissors.

I. Can you cut material with nippers?

Why do you need two screwdrivers?

3. Should you clean a machine with the scissors?

What do you use for cleaning?

Where do you keep your scissors?



UNIT

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Thread Breaking Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn what to do when your thread breaks.

Words to learn for this lesson:

breaking (braking)

disk (disk)

caught (0t)

try (tr3.)

push (piish)

hole (115l)

smooth ( smilTh.)

It is important to know what to do when your

thread breaks.

Much time is lost in a factory because the

thread breaks.

Do not run to your teacher for help

right away.

There are many things that you can do.

LCO 3 K first.

-49-



Is the machine threaded

right?

Is the thread caught

somewhere?

Is the thread in the tension disk?
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Is your needle set right?

Try to change the needle.

, ,
4

r r

"Too Loose

0111111111% 4 4,,

Too T IG,

R ci tit T

Look at the bobbin.

Is it pushed all the way in?

Is the bobbin threaded right?

t/t/R 0 N

Is your tension too tight?

Is your tension too loose?
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Check your throat plate.

Is the little hole for the needle smooth?

1...wokbeimorarriems

Check the presser foot and feed dog. Are they smooth?

When you have done all that, run the machine on a piece of material.

If the thread still breaks, call the teacher.

ASSIGNMENT:

Name five things to do if the thread breaks.
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UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Raising the Presser Foot

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to rise the presser foot.

Words to learn for this lesson:

lift (lift)

pre s sP r -bar pre s ar bar)

g, (taking)

hand (hand)

knee (ne)

To put material in the machine, you must

first lift the presser foot.

To turn a seam you must also lift the

pressure foot.

To take the work out of the machine, you

must lift the pressure foot.

This can be done two ways:

You can do by hand.

2. You can do it with your knee.

-53-

Lesson 6



If you do it by hand,

you must lift the

Ipresser-bar-lifter.

e3 A good operator uses the

knee lift.

The knee lift leaves her

hands free fox: work.

This saves time.

Later we shall learn how to use the knee lift for tacking.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Why is it better to use the knee lift?

2. Can you lift the presser-bar-lifter by hand?

-54-



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Start and Stop

IF"

Lesson 7

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to start the machine.

To learn how to stop the machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

start (start)

stop (stop)

speed (sped)

sel(ak ,eaccelerator ( ar a tar)

break (biak)

high (hr)

practice (prak'tis)

The treadle controls starting.

The treadle controls speed.

This will take much practice.

The treadle controls stopping.

It is like the accelerator and the brake on a car.

-55-
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This is how you place your feet

on the treadle.

The right foot makes the machine run.

The left foot makes the machine stop.



A good operator stops her machine when the

needle is at the highest point.

She does not waste time turning the balance

wheel.

ASSIGNMENT:

Take the needle out of the machine.

Practice stopping and going.



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Sewing on Paper

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to run the machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

stop (stop)

go (0)

light (la)

hard (hsgrd)

feel (Cel)

mark (mark)

circular lar)

curve (kerv)

improve (im

We will learn how to go fast. We will learn how to go slow.

The treadle works like the accelerator on a car.

To go slow, step on the treadle lightly.

To go fast, step on the treadle hardy

Start to push the foot pedal very lightly.

Get the feel of the machine first.

The teacher has different papers.

Run the rnachine,following the lines.
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The first sample has straight lines.

SAM PLX;

This sample has circular stitching.

You must sew this paper very slowly.

-58-

SAMPLE 0 I

This sample. has curves.



This sample teaches you to stop at

the right spot.

40

ASSIGNMENT:

SACIPI-E #4

When you come to the corner, your

needle should be down.

Lift the presser foot and turn your work.

Do the same thing at the next corner,

and the next.

I. Ask the teacher for marked paper.

2. Runthe machine,following the lines.

3. Number your papers so that you can see how you improve.



UNIT II

THE SINGLE NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Threading the Top Lesson 9

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to thread the top of the machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

top (top)

around (a round)

different (diff ar ant)

handbook (hand/ bilk)

thread

high

through (thrii)

(thred)

(hi)

Look around the room.

You will see many different single-needle lockstitch machines.

Every macliine has an operator's handbook.

If you do not remember how to thread the

machine, look it up in the handbook.
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This is a picture

from a handbook.

The thread goes through

different thread guides.

When you start threading, have the needle

at the highest point.



Every machine has a tension assembly.

The thread has to go through the tension

a ssembly.

"4,

ASSIGNMENT:

I. Are all single-needle lockstitch machines the same ?

2. If you do not remember how to thread the machine,

what do you do?

3. Name two parts every machine has.

4. Go to three different single-needle lockstitch machines

and thread the top.



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Bobbin Lesson 10

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to wind a bobbin.

To learn how to thread a bobbin case.

Words to learn for this lesson:

bobbin (bob/an)

case (kas)

place (plas)

while (hwil)

next (nekst)

follow (foll 45)

Every lockstitch machine has a bobbin.

Some bobbin cases can be taken out.

On the right side of the machine is

the bobbin winder.

- 63-

Some bobbin cases are held in

place in the machine.



Always wind your bobbin while you are sewing, so that you do not waste

time.

When you want to change the

bobbin, you take the bobbin

case out of the machine.

. RELEASE
LATCH

4. BOBBIN
DROPS OUT

Next, you put the full bobbin

back in the bobbin case.

11. PULL THREAD
INTO SLOT

RAW THREAD
DOWN AND
UNDER SPRING

DELIVERY EYE

3. TURN BOBBIN
CASE OVER.
DRAW THREAD
UP AND INTO
DELIVERY EYE

. OPEN LATCH

. HOLD LATCH
AND PULL
CASE FROM
HOCK

Then, you take the bobbin out of the

bobbin case.

SLOT NEAR TOP

- 64-

To thread the bobbin,

follow this picture.



1. HOLDING LATCH, REPLACE
BOBBIN CASE ON STUD

2. RELEASE LATCH. 3. PRESS BACK. !MIL. LA
CATCHES GROOVE IN STUD.

Fig. 15. Replacing Bobbin Case

The bobbin case must be tight in the machine.

Press the bobbin case until you feel a "click. "

Turn the balance wheel around.

Pull the thread up from the bobbin.
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ASSIGNMENT:

1. Do all the lockstitch machines hav a bobbin?

2. Can you wind a bobbin while you sew?

3. Can you take the bobbin case out of all the machines?

Take a bobbin and a bobbin case.

Go to the machine.

Fill the bobbin with thread.

Thread the bobbin case.

Put the bobbin case back in the machine.



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Change the Needle Lesson 11

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to change a needle.

Words to learn for this lesson:

careful

break (brak)

burr (ber)

(e.m/ ri btOrd)emery board

replace (ri pras)

label (15./bol)

loop (14)

groove (gruv)

(Arlfal)

You can be very careful, but sometimes you break a needle.

Sometimes the needle has only a burr.

If the needle is not perfect, it must be replaced.

On every machine is a label with a number

on it.
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Be sure to get the box with the same

number.

This is the only needle that works on

this machine.

-411-.._

There are many different kinds of needle s.

This picture shows you three of them.

To change a needle, you must bring the

needle up as high as you can.

Next, loosen the screw and take the needle

out.

Curved Blade

SCREW

Pit the needle back.

Be sure that the long groove is in

the right place.

The thread runs through the long groove.
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When the needle is changed, turn the balance wheel very slowly arourri,

This shows you if the needle is high enough.

Does the thread make a loop?

Sew on a piece of scrap before you start on your work.

ASSIGNMENT:

I. Why must you have the right needle?

2. What is a burr?

3. Where does the long groove go?

Where is the number of the needle you need?

5. What do you do after you have changed this needle?

Change the needle on all the different lockstitch machines.



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Tension Lesson 12

OBJECTIVE: To learn about tension.

Words to learn for this lesson:

perfect

break

loop

screw

top

bottom

loose

tight

(pe ri fikt)

(brak)

(lup)

(skru)

(top)

(bot"am)

(tit)

The tension on the machine is very important.

If you want a perfect seam, the tension must

be right.

Many problems come from wrong tension.

"Pre" side

unoter Side.

-71-

If the top tension is too tight,

the thread breaks.



If the top tension is too loose, the

seam has loops on the bottom.

unoCo side

p er side

LAY% oteir side.

If the top tension is right, the seam

is the same on both sides.

You can change the tension. Let us see how to do that.

To change the tension, turn the

screw on the tension assembly.

To make the tension tighter, turn

to the right.

To make the tension looser, turn

to the left.

TURN
REGULATING
SCREW---N

MORE TENSION LESS TENSION

1. LOOSEN
LOCK NUT

MORE TENSION
2. TURN

THUMB NUT

LESS TENSION

Sometimes you must change the tension

on the bobbin case.

Turn the large screw on the bobbin

case to do that.

Turn to the right to make the tension tighter.

Turn to the left to make the tension looser.
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ASSIGNMENT:

1. How can you get a perfect seam?

2. What is wrong if the thread breaks?

3. What is wrong if you have loops on the bottom?

4. How do you tighten the tension on the top thread?

5. How do you make the tension on the bobbin case looser?

6. Make a sample with the top thread too loose.

Make a sample with the bottom thread too loose.

Make a sample of a perfect stitch.



UNIT II

THE SINGLE-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

Stitch Length Lesson 13

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make the stitch longer or shorter.

Words to learn for this lesson:

size
Ivtrue (tru)

long

short (shOrt)

down (doun)

up (up)

until (un till)

measure (mezh/ar)

(siz)

All the girls in this room are not the same size.

The same is true with the stitch.
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1/

..... 1.,

We can change the stitch to make it

longer or shorter. There are

different ways to change the stitch.

sod

The factories make

different things, and

the stitches must

also be different.

OM ONO AMOY06 OINNMO WINO 00=1.1

MIIMMIM.1111 IMMINIMOO ONIMIIMIONY 1014.1111110

Some machines have a thumbscrew to

change the size.

To make the stitch longer, you push

the thumbscrew down.

To make the stitch shorter, you push

the thumbscrew up.
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How do we measure the stitch?

We count how many stitches go

into one inch.

When you change the stitch from

very short to very long, you c.AA es

must make the tension looser.

When you change the stitch from very long to very short, you must

make the tension tighter.

Large stitches need a looser tension.

Short stitches need a tighter tension.

Other machines have numbers

on the balance wheel.

You turn the wheel until you

find the number of the stitch

you want.

000 411111.11.1111 - .ter 40101100 11

4 si i icitNe S

=Me MI6 .11 MM. MOO O. wr

it si kates
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ASSIGNMENT:

1. Why do we use different lengths of stitches?

2. Do we change the tension when we change the stitch?

3. Do all machines have a thumbscrew?

4. Go to the #95-10 machine.

Make a seam. with long stitche s.

Make a seam with short stitches.

5. Go to the #281-3 machine.

Make a seam with long stitches.

Make a seam with short stitches.



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

1. The simple seam

2. The machine gauge

3. Back tacking

4. The French seam

5. The flat felled seam

6. Top stitching

7. The hem

8. The miteod corner

9. Darts

10, Setting bias tape



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The Simple Seam Le sson 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a simple seam.

Words to learn for this lesson:

posture (pos char)

tilt (tilt)

operate (op/ ar -at)

material (ma ferji al)

ply (PM

edge (ej)

Al
offset (of set/ )

distance (disitans)

Now we shall learn how to operate a

machine.

The first thing to learn is GOOD POSTURE.

If you do not sit straight at your machine,
you will get tired.

Do not tilt your chair back.

A good operator sits straight, with

her hands on her machine.



The first operation you shall learn is the simple seam.

A seam is two or more pieces of material sewn together.

This is a plain seam with two PLIES of

511

Most of your scams will be-8- wide.

Wher the edges are not together it is

called offset.

p

I

ti

I
I
4

When you sew a seam, follow the

cut edge.

Be sure the distance from the edge

is the same.
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,

a

WRONG RIGHT

Be sure that the edges of your

work are together.

-81-

If the seam is not straight,

your work is sloppy.

WRONG



Your right hand g-u'.des.

Your left hand pushes.

When your thread breaks, go back and

sew 2 inches over the old seam.

WRONG RIGHT

.ASSIGNMENT:

1. What is an offset seam?

2. Why is it wrong to have bad posture?

3. Which hand guides?

Ask the teacher for material.

Practice making a straight seam.
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UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The Machine Gauge Les son 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn what a gauge is.

To learn how to use a gauge.

Words to learn for this lesson:

gauge

distance

(gan

(di/tans)

Some factories use gauges to make the seam straight.

A little hole in the throat plate

is the simplest gauge.

Then there are throat plates with

marking s.

They show how wide the seam is.

-83-

There are also attach-

ments that are used as

gauge s.
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When you want to set the gauge,

bring the needle down.

Measure with a ruler the width

of your seam.

Bring the gauge all the way to

the rule r.



This seam is too far

from the gauge.

This seam is perfect.

The cut material just

touche s the gauge.

This seam is too wide.

There is too much

material.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Do all factories use gauges?

2. Are all gauges attachments?

3. What happens when there is too much material?

Go to the machine and make:

i1. a -f." seam with the marked throat plate.

2. a seam with the throat plate that has a little hole.

3. a 1" seam with the gauge attachment.



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

Back Tacking Lesson 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to back tack or backstitch.

Words to learn for this lesson:

tacking (taking)

back (bak)

forth (fO'rth)

ravel (rav al)

beginning (bi gins ing)

end (end)

same (s5."m)

center (seri/tar)

In dressmaking you learned to tie the ends of your thread.

In power sewing this wastes time.

You back tack at the end of the seam.

If you cut the thread at the end of the

seam, the seam starts to ravel. This

is why you backstitch at the beginning

and the end of every seam.

-87-
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You must learn to back tack in the

same stitch.

This takes much practice.



When you back tack, hold your

work tight with both hands.

Push the kneelift, and at the same time

push the work back and forth.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Why do we back tack?

2. Do you need both hands to backstitch?

3. Can you back tack in the center of a seam?

Ask the teacher for a piece of material.

Make a line in the center.

Tack the beginning of each seam.

Tack the center of each seam.

Tack the end of each seam.
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UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The French Seam Lesson 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a French seam.

Words to learn for this lesson:

French (french)

inside (inIsTd )

Toutside (out /sid)

right side (rit sid )

exactly (eg zakt'li)

edge (ej)

might ( Mit )

If you want to make a seam that is neat on the inside, you can make a

French seam.

To start, you put the seam together.

The right side must be on the outside.
1

Sew the seam '8* from the edge.

-89-

Turn the seam around.

The first seam must be

exactly in the fold now.



5"
Sew a seam 8 from the edge.

If the seam is not done neatly, some of the material will stick out.

What has happened?

I. The first seam might be ..Ar5..,30.7
?!.3).E1:,,cfre:-.112

I::::::1
":*:.:ki 3 ° trot.

...

....::::ere.....4stitched crooked, : :
41.%):/ ro

% ... 41"0000 ..

nr: N.
'ed. ..... ... .. : . !

.f:.r::',,

2. The second seam might be :<ii:.:>:7.
-. 7.-0-, vi.r. -% . / r.. ...

.,....
;.<:.*

.06
.

:iri" :*;

stitched crooked.

3. The first seam might not

be exactly in the fold.

;
oo leoremer:.

" r
:4):!_71"14. :::::::::::: :

... :t.: 4,t1- t -4-4414.:

t'

0.4 te es .14)4". :11
.............."8:0:14.41

You can see how important neatness is when you make a French seam.



ASSIGNMENT:

I. When do we make a French seam?

2. How wide is the first seam?

3. How wide is the second seam?

4. Is neatness important when you make a French seam?

Ask the teacher for material.

Practice the French seam.



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The Flat Felled Seam Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a flat felled seam.

Words to learn for this lesson:

flat (flat)

shirt (shert)

offset (of set )

turn over (tern o var)

turn under (tern un dar)

finish (fin/ish)

If you want the inside of your

work neat and the seam flat,

you make a flat

felled seam.

This seam

is used on

many

things

you see

every

day, like

this

man' s shirt.
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The flat felled seam can be made on the 2-needle machine. This, you

will learn later.

Today we shall learn how to make a flat felled seam on the single-needle

machine.

1. Make an offset seam.

3. Turn it o\ er and under.

Topstitch.

-93-

Open the seam.



Be sure to sew your first seam

straight, or your finished seam

will not look good.

Hold the 2 plies together straight,

or you will not be able to turn for

the topstitching.

ASSIGNMENT:

I. Find five things in the ..-'ssroom that have flat yelled seams.

2. Ask the teacher for material and practice making a flat felled

seam.



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

Topstitching Lesson 6

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to topstitch.

Words to learn for this lesson:

overall (o' \Tar ol)

pocket (pok'it)

collar (kol f ar)

pleat (p13t)

skirt (skert)

industry (inidas tri)

Any stitching that you can see on the outside is topstitching.

The pockets on the little boy's overalls are topstitched.

The girl's collar and skirt are topstitched.

Good topstitching takes much practice.

There are many operations of topstitching

in the sewing industry.
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You must learn to follow the edge perfectly.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Look around the room and name five things that are topstitched.

2. Ask the teacher for material and practice topstitching.



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The Hem Lesson 7

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a hem.

Words to learn for this lesson:

edge (e j)

neat (net)

hem (hem)

corne r

before

around

/(kor nar)

(bi fOr/)

(a round/)

When we want the edge of the material to be neat, we hem it.

We can use attachments to make a hem.

I

There are attachments for any size hem.
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You can also make the hem by

machine.

1. Turn over the first fold.

2. Turn over the second fold.

3. Topstitch the hem.

4. When you come to the corner,

hold the ends together.

Sometimes you must stretch

the hem.



How do we sew the corners?

/1.".,,,,,,w00.7fir"Hir

I

I
I
1

1. Stop the machine before you come

to the corner.

2. Turn the next side of the work.

3. Fold to make the hem.

Sew all the way to the end.

4. With the needle down, turn your

work around.

Sew the next side.

-99-
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ASSIGNMENT:

Ask your teacher for materials and attachments.

1. Practice making a I" hem with the attachment.

2. Practice making a 1" hem with the attachment.

3. Practice making a 12" hem without attachment.

4. Make napkins.

Ask the teacher for material.

Make a 4" hem all around.



UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The Mitered Corner Lesson 8

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a mitered corner.

Words to learn for this lesson:

corner (k8r/ nar)

around (a round)

doily (doi11i)

across (a kr8s/ )

You learned how to make a hem in your last lesson.

Today we shall learn what to do if we want a very pretty corner.

We call this a mitered corner.

-101-

Many pretty things are made with

mitered corners.

Like this doily.



How do we make a mitred corner?

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Fold the corner in half.

Mark the width of the hem.

2. Sew across the corner.

3. Cut the material to -47" from the seam.

4. Turn the corner around.

5. Turn the hem under.

Top stitch the hem.

Ask the teacher for material. Make doilies with a 1-1" hem.
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UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

The Dart Lesson 9

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a dart.

Words to learn for this lesson:

square (skwgr)

body (bodi i)

round (round)

away wal)

blouse (blous)

skirt (skert)

top (top)

notch (noch)

When we make dresses, we do not work for a

square body.

We work for round bodies.

To make the material follow the body, we make darts.

You will find different darts.
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The dart that goes away from a seam.

I

This dart is used in blouses or dress tops.

This dart is also used in skirts.

And then there is the dart that

stands alone in the middle of the

material.



This dart is used in the princess dress.

Darts are marked in different ways.

The beginning is marked by notches.

The end is marked by a little hole.

,
'414

'

I

Sometimes the middle and one side are

marked by notches.
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This dart is marked by holes alone.

When you sew a dart, always start at the

wide side.

Be sure that you sew your darts straight.

WRONG WRONG

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for material that is marked.

Practice sewing darts.

-106-
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UNIT III

PRIMARY SEWING OPERATIONS

Setting Bias Tape Lesson 10

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to set a bias tape.

Words to learn for this lesson:

bias s)

fold (f 5 1d)

set (set)

follow (fol/ 5)

turn (tern)

cut (cut)

Bias tape is used to trim edges.

There are two different kinds of

bias tape.

The folded bias tape.

The open bias tape.

Many factories use attachments to set bias tape.

With the attachment, the open bias tape is used.

The Folded Bias Tape

-107-
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Bias tape can also be set without attachments.

/

Ln

I

I

4

I

1. Sew the tape to the materiel.

Bring the edges together.

(Sew in the fold. )

2. Fold the bias tape.

3. Turn your work around.

Turn the bias tape back.

Topstitch.
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How to sew two pieces of bias tape together.

1. First you must cut the

bias tape.

Follow the thread when

you cut.

3. Turn to the inside.

Open the seam.

1

-109-
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2. Put the edges together.

Sew **" from the edge.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Sew two pieces of bias tape together.

2. Ask the teacher for unfolded bias tape and an attachment.

Practice setting bias tape with .the attachment.

3. Ask the teacher for folded bias tape.

Practice setting bias tape without attachment.



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

1. The pillow case

2. The ironing board cover

3. The half apron

4. The bib

5. The gauge

6. The scarf

7. The potholde r

8. The kitchen apron

9. The zipper - A

10. The zipper - B

11. The production line

12. The shop apron - A

13. The shop apron - B

14. The shop apron - C



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Pillow Case Les son 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a pillow case.

Sewing operations used in this project:

1. The French seam

2. Tacking

3. The hem

Words to learn for this lesson:

broadcloth (br8d1 klOth/ )

thread (thred)

fold (f61d)

pillow (pill 6)

turn (tern)

hem (hem)

long (lOng)

wide (wad)

Material needed:

Broadcloth

Thread
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1. Fold the material in half.

2. Make a French seam. (Unit III, Lesson 4)

3. Turn pillow case around.

Make a 2" hem.

5. Fold.
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ASSIGNMENT:

The pillow case is 36" long.

You must add 21" for the hem,

How long do you cut the pillow case?

2. The pillow case is 18" wide,
T1

You must add -g. on both sides.

How wide do you cut the pillow case?

Get the material from the teacher and make pillow cases.



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

Ironing Board Cover Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make an ironing board cover.

Sewing operations used in this project:

1. The hem

2. A simple seam

3. Tacking

Words to learn for this lesson:

bleach

muslin

cotton

tape

together

iron

Material needed:

Unbleached muslin

Cotton tape

(blech)

(muzilan)

(kot1 an)

(taP)

(t o geth" or)

(-1./ am)
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3"
1. Make a a hem on lower edge

of both pieces.

3,,
2. Make a 71 hem on the side of the larger piece.

Sew and tack the tape at the same time.

5"
Sew both pieces together with a T3' seam.

ASSIGNMENT:

Get the material from the teacher and make ironing board covers.

.116.
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UNIT IV

SINGLENEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Half Apron Lesson 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a half apron.

Sewing operations used in this project:

1. The hem

2. Making pockets

3. Making a waist band

4. Sewing rick-rack

Words to learn for this lesson:

apron pr an)

rick-rack (rik/ rale)

edge (ej)

strap (strap)

waist band (wg.sti band'

pocket (pok/ it)

marking (mar's king)

Material needed:

Cotton print

Thread

Rick-rack

-117-
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1

1. Make -,37"1" hem on the side of the apron.

2. Make 2" hem on the bottom of the apron.

3. Stitch rick-rack to the hem.

Turn edges of rick-rack.

.111 11"1"Priu
W 11 111 R 1.11

Hem the :side of the strap.

\ A.

4. Change to largest stitch.

Sew 2 rows of stitches 4 and -I" from

the edge.
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6. Fold the end of the strap together.

Sew 1" from edge. Turn.

7. Topstitch.

8. Gather the top of the apron.

Sew to the waist band.

i),1
..:,--,.:,..-15.^.4.;:a..,-= \
7"..A....--. ...?..---....^,......-,---,-
.....-....T....--k,r4V,,,,....,-s...,....

r.
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_.....-,

-:-..."-".--i-L.,--, _,-,,z.-W....."-/"......,.....v"......w....

,
10...kwa.i.orpogoodadw--

9. Turn.
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10. Topstitch the waist band.

V

12. Sew the pocket to the apron.

Follow the marking.

11. Make the pocket.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for the cut apron and rick-rack.

Sew the apron.



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Bib Le sson 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a bib.

Sewing operations used in this project:

Setting bias tape

Words to learn for this lesson:

muslin (muzIlan)

twill (twil)

bib (bib)

lining (fin/ ing)

straps (straps)

Material needed:

Bleached muslin

Bias tape 1" wide

Twill tape

Thread

1. Sew bib and lining together.
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2. Sew bias tape to the edge

of the lining.

3. Make straps and sew them

to the bib.

4. Sew the bias tape

on.

W . ,v0p. 45 I*411! *Of le,

.4 WO., II*
igt 4.
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5. Sew the bias tape together.

6. Topstitch the bias tape.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for cut bibs, tape, and bias tape.

Make bibs.



The Gauge

UNIT IV

SINGLE NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to use the gauge.

Words to learn for this lesson:

gauge

ruler

measure

width

This is a gauge.

The gauge does the

same thing as a

ruler.

(gan

ar)

(mezh/ ar)

(width)

ti

If you want to measure,

this is how you hold the

gauge.



To mark a hem, you measure 1" plus the

width of the hem
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ASSIGNMENT:

1. Measure and mark a 1-k" hem.

311
2, Measure and mark a -4- hem,

3. Measure and mark a 2" hem.

4, lit 1tt -ft 1-ft
2 2 2 2 2

ft
(.1211 +4 +2 " +21" + 2



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Scarf Lesson 6

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make scarfs.

Sewing operations used in this project:

1. The mitered corner

2. The hem

Words to learn for this lesson:

Indian head (in/ di on he

edge (ej)

measure (mezhi or)

cut

line

around

Material needed:

Indian head

Gauge

Thread

1. Fold the edges together.

(kut)

(lin)

(a round)

Z. Measure 1" + the width of the hem

from the cut edge.
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3. Sew a straight line from

the mark.

F

, 4

S.

5. Make 11" hem all

around.

4. Cut seam and turn around.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for cut scarfs.

Make scarfs.
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UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Potholder Lesson 7

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a potholder.

Sewing operations used in this project:

1. Quilting

2. Setting bias tape

Words to learn for this lesson:

flannel

fold

quilt

loop

Material needed:

Print cotton

Flannel

Wide bias tape

Thread

(flanIal)

(fold)

(kwilt)

(liip)
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1. Fold together 2 pieces of cotton

and 2 pieces of flannel.



"--777-777774-0,-

Z. Quilt the potholder.

Sew straight lines criss-cross.

iie

10

8

I

/

X,

;0

If

It

3. Sew on the bias tape.

Leave 3" at the end for the loop.

4. Topstitch the bias tape.

,f

7;7

5. Make the loop.
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ASSIGNMENT:

A sk the teacher for cut material and bias tape.

Make potholders.



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

A Kitchen Apron

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a kitchen apron.

Sewing operations used in this lesson:

1. Making flat felled seams

2. Making I" hem with hemmer

3. Setting bias tape

4. Making and setting pockets

5. Making darts

Words to learn for this lesson:

kitchen (kich' an)

apron (a! pr an)

neck (nek)

belt (belt)

loop (14)

Materials needed:

Print cotton

1" bias tape

Button

Thread

-132-
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1. Make a flat felled seam at the shoulder.

Start at the neck.

2. Make a flat felled seam at the side.

Start at the armhole.

Topstitch the bias tape.

airwmiorramariabow1,,_ .do* '

3. Sew on the bias tape all around

the apron.
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5. Make the belt.

A., Pr POP OPP OP Paw PIP AV WO 411P OM OW OW a

a 1 PIP 00 OOP OOP Oa OM OPP OP OP No OP OP OP ON OF OM OPP OW NO

6. Make the dart.
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7. Make and set the pockets.

8. Make a loop.

-135_
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9. Sew on the button.

4

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for the cut apron, one button, and bias tape.

Make an apron.



The Zipper - A

UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

Lesson 9

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the centered zipper application.

Words to learn for this lesson:

zipper (zips ar)

setting (seeing)

center (sent t ar)
-application (ap ka/ shan)

baste (bast)

There are two ways of setting a zipper.

The first setting we shall learn is the CENTER APPLICATION.
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We use

to look

this mostly when we want both sides

the same.

Open the seam.

Baste-stitch the seam.

Change to the zipper foot.
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MACHINE-BASTE LINE

SEAM-ALLOWANCE

A/V\

Open the zipper.

Baste-stitch one side.

Be sure the zipper comes to the seam.



INSIDE

MACHINE-BASTE LINE

Baste-stitch the other side.
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UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Zipper - B Lesson 10

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the lapped zipper application.

Words to learn for this lesson:

lapped (lapt)

mostly (mOstili)

side

over

under

(6, var)

(un' d@r)

The second way of setting a zipper is the LAPPED APPLICATION.

OUTSIDE

)):).

)
)

-
)-.

.

Nt,
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We use this mostly on the side of

the dress.

Open the seam.

Baste-stitch the seam.

Change to the zipper foot.
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SEAM-ALLOWANCE

BOTTOM-STOP

INSIDE

Open the zipper.

Baste-stitch one side.

Be sure that the zipper comes to the seam.





Turn zipper over.

Stitch bottom and along the other side.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for mattlial and a zipper.

Practice setting the zipper.
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UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Production Line Lesson 11

OBJECTIVE: To learn what a production line is.

Words to learn for this lesson:

garment (gar/ m ant)

factory (fait/ t a ri)

production (pra duk/ sh an)

bundle (bunt dal)

operation (op" ar shan)

count (kount)

amount (a mount')

Until now you have worked on one garment at a time.

In the factory this does not work. c

It takes too much time.

They have found a faster and easier way.

THE PRODUCTION LINE.



What is a production line?

Every garment is divided into OPERATIONS.

Every seam is an operation.

If a garment has 10 seams, it also has 10 operations.

Every operator does only 1 operation (1 seam).

She makes the same seam the whole day.

Her work is counted by the bundle.

One bundle is a certain amount of seams.

Every operator must count and fold her

bundle.

Be sure to fold the bundle neatly.

The next operator will thank you.
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I

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Is the production line faster than working one garment

at a time?

Z. What is an operation?

3. How many operations does one operator make?

4. How is the work counted?

5. Who folds and counts a bundle?



UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Shop Apron - A Lesson 12

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a shop apron.

Words to learn for this lesson:

twill (twil)

denim (del nam)

top

side

strap

Materiel. needed:

Twill or denim

Thread

Cotton tape

We shall make shop coats

for the boys.

(top)

(std)

(strap)
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Every machine has a

number.

The number on the

machine is the same as

the numbers in this book.

Machine #3 - Hem the lower right side.

Fold the strap in the hem.

Machine #4 - Hem the lower left side.

Fold the strap in the hem.

-151-

Machine #1 - Hem the right top.

Machine #2 - Hem the left top.

StO4r)



1"heni

Machine #5 - Hem the bottom.

1" her

Machine #6 - Hem the top.

Fold the strap in the

hem on both sides.
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Machine #7 - Tack the 4 straps.

ASSIGNMENT:

Look at the blackboard.

You will see the operations 1-10.

Look at the machines.

You will find they have numbers 1-10.

Ask the teacher for your operation number.

Go to the machine, and do this operation.

When you finish a bundle, cut the threads.

Also count and fold the bundle.
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UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Shop Apron - B Lesson 13

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a tool pocket.

Words to learn for this lesson:

tool pocket (tie polo it)

flat (flat)

middle

Machine #8 - Make the tool pocket.

1. Hem the top of the pocket.

(midi al)

.....40%A.

'14" e

2. Lay the pocket flat on

the apron.

The pocket must be in

the middle.



3. Turn one side under.

Tack the beginning.

4. Turn next corner under.

Topstitch to the corner.

5. Turn the corner.

Topstitch.

Make sure that the

pocket is still flat.
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6. Turn last corner.

OS,

8. Sew 4 lines down the pocket.

Tack the beginning of each line.

ASSIGNMENT:

Same as Lesson 12.

7. Topstitch last side.

Tack the end.
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UNIT IV

SINGLE-NEEDLE SEWING PROJECTS

The Shop Apron - C Lesson 14

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a hearing-aid pocket.

Words to learn for this lesson:

hearing aid pocket ( herring ads pole' it)

Machine #9 - Make the hearing-aid pocket.

1. Hem the top of the pocket.

-157-

114" hem

2. Turn the sides over.



3. Bring the lower pocket up.

4. Turn the top.

5. Fold the top down.

Bring it close to the pocket.

ASSIGNMENT:

--..-mm.I.M.al.

Machine #10 - Sew the pocket to the

t3 apron.

Same as Lesson 12.
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UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

1. The zig-zag machine

2. The length and bight

3. Sewing

4. Sewing star s

5. Making letters and numbers

6. The doily
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The Zig-Zag Machine

UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

Lesson 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn the uses of the zig-zag machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

regular (reg Iii 1 ar)

arrow (ar/

forth

almost

This is a zag-zag machine.

The zig-zag machine is a

lockstitch machine.

p

(f8rth)

(64'llmOst)

1.0

11111111411kr4..%,

Sr".' 001111011"'

-101.1.
--.....01111111111

....;1111111d

The regular single-needle lockstitch

machine sews as straight as an arrow.
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The zig-zag machine

sews back and forth

like a drunken driver.

IC)

5 4 3
2

14

-162-

You thread the zig-zag machine

almost like the single-needle

lockstitch machine.



The bobbin goes in the back of the machine.

Be sure that you have the right thread for

the machine.

When you thread the bobbin, follow the

three pictures.

This bobbin case is a little different

from the single-needle lockstitch machine.
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The long groove of the needle

must be in the front.

When you thread the machine, the

thread goes from the front to the

back.

---,rano,

. II



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Does the zig-zag machine sew straight?

2. Where is the long groove of the needle?

3. Do you thread the machine from left to right?

4. Is the zig-zag machine a lockstitch machine?

5. Go to the machine and thread the top and the bobbin case.



UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

The Length and Bight Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn what the length is and what the bight is.

To learn how to change the length and the bight.

Words to learn for this lesson:

long (18ng)

length (length)

bight (bit)

direction (da reki shan)

narrow (nario)

measure (mezh ar)

wide (wid)

width (width)
aft 010, qm oti4 wItThe stitch on the lockstitch machine can

be changed in one direction.

-166-
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The stitch on the zig-zag

machine can be changed

in two directions.



On the lockstitch machine only the

length of the stitch can be changed.

LENGTH

14

On the zig-zag machine the length

can be changed.

We measure how many stitche s go

into one inch.

On the zig-zag machine the width

or bight can be changed.

The long stitches make a wide seam.

The short stitches make a narrow seam.
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The zig-zag machine is mostly used to

sew one material on top of the other.

The top material does not have to be

turned. It will not ravel.

*.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. What is the bight?

2. How do you make a seam wider?

3. How do you make a seam narrower?

4. Do you have to turn the top material?

5. Can you sew a straight seam on the zig-zag machine?
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UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

Sewing Le s son 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to sew on the zig-zag machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

slow (sib')

side (sid)

amount (a mount /
)

spindlehead (spin/ dal heal

toward (t8rd)

You will find that the zig-zag machine works slower

than the single-needle machine.

This is because the machine runs from side to side.

This picture shows you 2 seams.

They both have the same amount of

stitche s.

See how much further the single-

needle machine went?
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To change the width (bight) you

turn the spindle head.

Turn the spindle head to the left

to make the seam wider.

Turn the spindle head to the right

to make the seam narrower.
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To change the length, you press the

lever (A) down.

Turn the balance wheel toward you

until you feel a click.

Turn until the number you want shows

in the window (B).

ASSIGNMENT:

When you want to turn a corner, the

needle must be at the highest point.

This is different from the single-needle

machine.

1. Does the zig-zag machine work faster than the single-needle

lockstitch machine?

2. What happens when you turn the spindle head to the left?

3. Do you turn corners with your needle down?

4. Go to the machine:

Thread the machine.

Run the machine.

Change the bight.

Change the length.
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UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

Sewing Stars Le s son 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to sew a star.

Words to learn for this lesson:

flag (flag)

star (star)

middle (mid/ al)

corner (Or/ nar)

next (nekst)

In this lesson we shall learn how to sew a star.

Like the stars on this flag.
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1. Pin the star to the flag.

Start in the middle.

Go to the next corner.

3. Turn the machine around.

Do not take the work out of the

machine.



ASSIGNMENT:

4. Sew the next side of the star.

5. Turn the machine around.

Sew the next 3 sides of the star.

Ask the teacher for material and stars.

Pin the stars.

Sew the stars.



UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

Making Letters and Numbers Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to mak4- letters and numbers on the

zig-zag machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

letter (let/ ar)

round (round)

curve (kerv)

kneelift (nelift)

First we shall make letters with straight lines. M
When you turn a corner, the needle

must be all the way up.

When you make a round letter, sew very

slowly.
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Push the kneelift at the same

time, and turn your work.

If you want to make a turn, have the

needle all the way down.

You must do these things at the same time.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for a piece of material.

Write your name on a piece of material.

Sew your name with the zig-zag machine.
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UNIT V

THE ZIG-ZAG MACHINE

The Doily Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a lace doily.

Words to learn for this lesson:

doily (doi'li)

lace (las)

edging (ejiing)

match (mach)

scallop (skol/ ap)

We have already learned how to make a mitered

corner.

Today we shall sew the mitered corner

in a different way.

We shall make this doily.
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1. Take the lace edging.

2. Put it on top of the doily.

3. Sew to the next corner.

Fold the lace edging back.

Be careful to match the corners.
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4. Turn the edge over.

Mil:4012e a?

e sc.4)22 0 P

6. Sew to the corner.

Turn.

Go to the next corner.

5. Make sure that the middle of the

scallop is in the corner.
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7. When you come to the last corner,

turn the lace under.

8. Sew to the first side.

Match both sides of the lace edging.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for material and lace edging.

Make doilies.



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

1. The two - needle lockstitch machine

2. The flat felled seam

The curved seam

4. The shopcoat - A

5,. The shopcoat - B

() The shopcoat - C

7 The shopcoat - D

8. The shopcoat - E

9. The shopcoat - F
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UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Two-Needle Lockstitch Machine Les son 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the two-needle lockstitch machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

double (dub/ al)

specially (spe shi ali)

assembly ( a sem/ bli)

top

spool

chart

The two-needle lockstitch machine

is specially made to make a flat

felled seam.
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The two-needle lockstitch machine has

a folder.

The folder folds the work into the machine.

The two-needle

has two tension

aaL

0'1 MN
mil

INN
NMI _l_ra

111.

The double-needle lockstitch machine has

two needles.

lockstitch machine

assemblies.
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The two-needle lockstitch machine

has two bobbins.

-185-

The two-needle lockstitch

machine uses 3 spools of

thread.

2 spools for the top.

1 spool for the bobbin winder.
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The operator's guidebook has 9ANDJ

a chart for threading.
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Upper Threading
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The operator's guidebook

has a chart for oiling.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Does the two-needle lockstitch machine have a tension assembly?

2. What seam is made on the two-needle lockstitch machine ?

3. How many bobbins does the two-needle lockstitch machine have?

4. What does the folder do?

5. How many spools of thread do you need for the two-needle

machine?



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Flat Felled Seam Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a seam on the two-needle lockstitch

machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

different (diffar ant)

folder (f51/ dar)

pull (pal)

pucker (puki ar)

both (bath)

slide (slid)

perfect W (per/ fikt)

On the two-needle machine you must hold your work

differently than on the single-needle machine.

Let the folder do the work. Do not pull.

-188.
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If you pull one side, the other

side will pucker.



If you pull both sides, the material will slide out the folder.

To make a perfect seam you will need practice, practice, and more

practice.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for material.

Practice making flat felled seams.
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UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Curved Seam Lesson 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make curved seams on the two-needle

lockstitch machine.

Wor0s to learn for this lesson:

curve (kerv)

sleeve (sle-v)

round (round)

When you work on the two-

needle machine, you do not

always make straight seams.

GutkVe,D se %

Sometimes your seams are curved.

You might have to sew two curved

seams together.
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Or you might have to sew

one curved and one straight

seam together.

This sleeve has two curved seams put

together.

The round seam must be worked differently from the straight seam.

Be careful not to pull the curved seam.

Be careful not to push the curved seam.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for material.

1. Practice sewing two curved seams together.

2. Practice sewing one curved and one straight seam together.



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Shopcoat-A Lesson 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make the slit.

Words to learn for this lesson:

slit (slit)

coat (ki5t)

corner (kor I nor)

center (sen/ tar)

facing (fad ing)

In the next six lessons we shall learn how to

make this shopcoat.

We shall learn how to make the slit.

This is the first operation.
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1. Sew the facing to the

front of the coat.

2. Cut the center.

3. Cut the corner.

4. Turn the facing to the

inside.

5. Turn the edges of the facing

under. Topstitch all around.



6. Fold the fronts neatly and stack them.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Ask the teacher for coat fronts and facings.

2. Make the slit on the shopcoat.

3. Fold your work neatly and bundle.



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Shopcoat-B Lesson 5
41110101M

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make and set a pocket.

Words to learn for this lesson:

pocket (polo it)

edge (ej)

around (a round!)

front (frunt)

backstitch (bak1 stich)

In this lesson we shall learn how to make

pockets.

We shall also learn how to set a pocket.
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1. This is the cut pocket.

2. Turn the top over.

The right side on top of the right side.

3. Sew both sides *" from the edge.

4. Turn top around.

Topstitch the top.

Fold the bides over.

5. Fold the lower edges over.

6. Topstitch the pocket to the coat front.

7. Do not forget to backstitch the top.

Fold the frols neatly and stack them.
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ASSIGNMENT:

1. Make and set the pockets on the coat fronts you have been

working on.

2. Fold your work neatly and bundle.



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Shopcoat-C Lesson 6

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to sew the shoulder.

To learn how to set the sleeve.

To learn how to sew the side seam.

Words to learn for this lesson:

sleeve (srev)

shoulder (sh61/ dar)

side seam (sidi

Go to the two-needle lockstitch machine.

Have the fronts neatly folded.

Put them on the stool on the right side.

Have the backs neatly folded.

Put them on the stool on the left side.

Can you reach both easily?
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Now make the left shoulder.

1. Take one front with your right hand.

2. Take one back with your left hand.

3. Sew the shoulder.

Start at the neckline.

Do the same with the right shoulder.

Now you set the sleeve.

va,;,agOtgArezic>

,'

Have the coats neatly folded.

Put them on the stool on the right side.

Have the sleeves neatly folded.

Put them on the machine on the left

side.

Can you reach both easily?



1. Take the coat with your

right hand.

2. Take the sleeve with your

left hand.

3. Sew the sleeve.

Match both ends.

Match the shoulder and the

markings.

-200-

Now sew the side seam.

Start on the bottom.

Match the armhole.

Match the end of the sleeve.

Fold the coats neatly and stack

them.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Take the fronts you have finished.

Ask the teacher for backs.

Sew the shoulders.

2. Take the garment.

Ask the teacher for sleeves.

Set the sleeves.

3. Sew the sid,:s together.

4. Fold your work neatly and bundle.



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Shopcoat-D Lesson 7

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a cuff.

Words to learn for this lesson:

cuff (kuf)

inside (in/ side )

upper (upi ar)

lower (le ar)

Take the cuff and fold in half.

Right sides must be together.

Sew -I" from the edge.

Turn the cuff inside out.

Slip on the lower edge of the sleeve.

Keep the cut edges together.

Sew 1" from the cut edge.

Turn the cuff down.

Top stitch.



Turn the cuff to the right side.

Topstitch the lower edge.

Turn under the upper edge.

Fold the coats neatly and stack them.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Take the coats on which you are working.

2. Ask the teacher for the cuffs.

3. Sew on the cuffs.

4. Make a II" hem on the coat.

5. Fold your work and bundle



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Shopcoat-E Lesson 8

OBJECTIVE: How to make the neck facing.

Words to learn for this lesson:

flat (flat)

top (top)

turn (tern)

facing (fas/ ing)

neck (nek)

Am.

Lay your coat flat on the

machine.

Be sure the right side is

on the top.



Turn the front over to the

mark.

Put the facing on top of the

coat.

Be sure the right sides are

together.

Sew F' from the cnt edge.

Take the facing.
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Turn the facing around,

Have the seam perfectly in the edge.

Turn the cut edges over.

Topstitch.

Fold the coat neatly.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask the teacher for facings.

1. Put the coats on the stool at your left side.

Put the facings on the machine.

Make the facing.

3. Fold your work neatly and bundle.



UNIT VI

THE TWO-NEEDLE LOCKSTITCH MACHINE

The Shopcoat-F Lesson 9

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to make a belt for the shopcoat.

Words tc learn for this lesson:

belt (belt)

fold (fold)

short (shOrt)

long (18ng)

Fold the short end of the belt over.

Fold one of the long sides over.
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Fold the other long side over.

Bring the two sides toget_ a.



Fold the coats neatly, and stack them.

ASSIGNMENT:

Ask your teacher for belts. You need two belts for each coat.

I. Make the belt.

2. Sew to the coat.

3. Fold the coats and bundle.
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UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

1. The Cablestitch machine

2. The Single-Needle Chainstitch machine

3. The Two-Needle Cable stitch machine

4. Threading the Two-Needle Cable stitch machine

5. Overedging

The Overedge machine

7. The Blindstitch machine

8. The Automatic machines

9. The Buttonhole machine

10. The Button machine



UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Cable stitch Machine Lesson 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn what a cable stitch is.

Words to learn for this lesson:

cable stitch (kal bl stichi

chainstitch (chant stich)

looper

needle

elastic

This is a cable stitch machine.

(111 par )

(ne/d1)

(6 la s/ tik)

-211-
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The seam is not the

same on both sides.



The top looks like a lockstitch. top

<303:33tazin

You cannot sew upside down on this machine.

no
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The inside is a chain stitch.

The cable stitch machine never has a

bobbin.

The cable stitch machine has a looper

and one or more needles.

-212-
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The needle goes up and down.

+

The thread does not lock.

The looper goes back and forth.

The seam will ravel if the thread breaks.

The cable stitch is more

elastic than the lockstitch.

It stretches.
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Look at this blouse.

This is where we need an elastic seam.

ASSIGNMENT:

i

1. Is the stitch the same on both sides?

2. Does the cable stitch machine have a bobbin?

3. Does the cable stitch machine have a looper?

4. Do we use more cable stitch machines than

lockstitch machine s?

5. Does the cable stitch stretch?

6. Can a cable stitch machine have more than one

needle?

- 2 1 4-
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UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Single-Needle Chainstitch Machine Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the single-needle chainstitch machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

single (sing/ gl)

simple (sim/ pl)

basting (31 si ting)

spool

practice (prak1 tis)

Cze 44::4t-
Ntarsier4

This is a single-needle

chainstitch machine.

This is a very simple machine.

This machine is used very often for basting.
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You need two spools of thread.

One spool for the looper.

One spool for the needle.

This is how you thread the needle.
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This is how you thread the looper.

0 L
Be sure that the oil flows while

you are sewing.

ASSIGNMENT:

Go to the machine and practice threading.

Get some practice material and practice running the machine.
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UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Two-Needle Cablestitch Machine Lesson 3

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the two-needle cable stitch machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

double (dub/ 1)

model (mod' el)

off

sideways

sleeve

trousers

legs

spool

(6f)

(si.d/ waz'$

(slev)

(trod zerz)

(legs)

(spUl)

This is a two-needle cable stitch machine.



The table is an off-the-arm model.

The operator sits sideways.

it
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This machine is used to sew

sleeves or trouser legs.
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This machine make

You had the same s

machine.

11
1

You will

or more

s a flat felled seam.

eam on the lockstitch
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needle s.



The threads do not stand on spool stands.

They hang upside down on the spool holder.

When you make sleeve s,be sure

that you make one right and one

left.



Under the table you have two foot pedals.

#1 sews.

#2 raises the presser foot.

#I

ASSIGNMENT:

#z

1. What kind of table is the two-needle cable stitch machine on?

2. How does the operator sit?

3. What is sewn on this machine?

4. What seam does this machine make?

5. How is the thread held?

6. What do the two pedals do?



UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

Threading the Two-Needle Cable stitch Machine Lesson 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to thread the two-needle cable stitch machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

difficult (die' a kult)

straight (stra.t)

eyelet (11 lit)

tension (ten/ shan)

guide (did)

tube (ttib)

nipper (nip' ar)

This machine is very difficult to thread.

You will need much practice.

You have four threads.

Thread 1 is the left needle.

Thread 2 is the right needle.

Thread 3 is the left looper.

Thread 4 is the right looper.

a 4



$

Bring the thread through all six

holes of the tnread straightener.

Through all the eyelets

and thread guides.

Through the needles

from the front to the

back.

0.4

Now you work with threads #1 and #2.

You run both threads through the eyelet

and tension guide.
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Now you work with threads #3 and #4.

Your thread will runthrough thread

tube s.

The thread tubes have a hole on both

ends.

Your thread goes through the one hole

into the thread tube and out through

the other hole.

Over all the thread guides and

into the next two thread tubes.

-225-

The same thing through the next

two thread tubes.

Through the thread nipper and

through the little holes.



i

Through the hole on the machine.

Through the hole on one end of the looper.

Through the hole on the other end of the

looper.

ASSIGNMENT:

Go to the machine and practice threading.

Keep the book next to you so that you can check.
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UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

Overedging or Serging Lesson 5

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the different overedging .machines.

Words to learn for this lesson:

prevent

ravel

finishing

simple

We overedge to prevent (stop from

raveling.

(pre vent)

(ravil)

(fin/ ish - ing)

(simi pl)

Overedging is a finishing stitch.

It rl)es not sew two pieces of material together.

It r...,:.tes the edges of the work neat.

Overedging is also called serging.

OVEREDGE SERGE

Be careful! ! The machine cuts and sews at the same time.

The overedge machine can have one or more needles.

The overedge machine is a cable stitch machine.

It does not have a bobbin, but it does have a looper.
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The overedge machine is easy to operate.

It works very fast.

Be careful that the knife does not cut the material.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Why do we overedge?

Z. How many needles does the overedge machine have?

3. Is the overedge machine a cable stitch machine?

4. Does the overedge machine have a bobbin?

5. What is another name for overedging?

..228-
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V UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Overedge Machine Lesson 6

OBJECTIVE: To learn about different overedge machines.

Words to learn for this lesson:

tweezers (twez/ arzi

wire (wl.r)

space (spas)

complicated (kom' pla kat/ id)

safe

lingerie (ran zha reI)

(saf)

Before you start to thread the

machine be sure that you have

tweezers and a threading wire.
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This is a machine with

three threads.

One needle thread.

Two looper threads.

16,1- .;
.0--
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*A TRADE MARK OF

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4-

Thread #1 goes through the

tension guide, all the thread

guides, and the needle.



Rectr2,

Thread It..2 comes from the back of the machine.

It goes through the tension

guide, the thread guides,

and both holes on the looper.

Fito NT

Thread #3 comes from the front of

the machine.

It also goes through the tension guide,

the thread guides, and both holes on

the looper.
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This is a more complicated

machine.

When you sew do not pull the

thread.

Leave some space between two

pieces of work.

..frian

,--

This machine uses four threads.
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It makes a very safe stitch, and is used

mostly in making lingerie.

ASSIGNMENT:

Practice threading the d3fferent serging machines.



UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Blindstitch Machine Lesson 7

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the blindstitch machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

blind (blind)

show (sho)

round (round)

feed (fed)

ridge (rij)

catch (kach)

adjust (9 just)

This is a blindstitch machine.

We use the blindstitch machine

when we do not want the stitch

to show.

The blindstitch machine is very

simple.

There is only one thread.
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The machine has a round needle.

14111111111,r,

The needle goes only through

part of the material.

The work is "fed" over a ridge.

Look at the picture.

You see how the needle bites into the material.

The ridge can be adjusted to the thickness of the material.

This ridge is too low.

The needle does not catch the material.

The hem is not sewn down.



How you fold the hem is also important.

Too far to the right.

Does not catch the hem.

Too far to the left.

Sews in the center and not the edge.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. When do we use a blindstitch machine?

2. How many threads are in the blindstitch machine?

3. What kind of a needle is in the blindstitch machine?

4. Should the needle go through the material?

5. What is a ridge?

6. Can the ridge be adjusted?



UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Automatic Machines Le s son 8

OBJECTIVE: To learn about automatic machines.

Words to learn for this lesson:

automatic (8/ t a mat/ ik)

count (k ount)

fold (fold)

button (but/ an)

hook and eye (hak and .1)

snap (snap)

The automatic machines do the work alone.

The operator only feeds the machine.

The work is held in place with clamps.

The operator only pushes a button or a pedal.

Some machines even fold and count automatically.

We shall learn about two automatic machines.

One machine makes buttonholes.

One machine sews on buttons, or snaps, or hooks and eyes.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. What does the operator do on an automatic machine?

2. What holds the work in place?

3. Can automatic machines do more than sewing?

4. Name two automatic machines.
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UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The Buttonhole Machine Lesson 9

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the buttonhole machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

side (sid)

both (both)

end (end)

clamp (klamp)

handle (hall/ dl)

pre ss (pre s)

automatically

buttonhole

This is a buttonhole machine.

GIDE STITCHES

BARRING
STITc.,1,4e,S

A
(0 «. tO - mat

(butin hal)

i kal i)

This is a buttonhole.

The side stitch is on both sides of the buttonhole.

The barring stitch is on both ends of the

buttonhole.
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The machine has clamps to hold

the material.

On the right side

Press the handle

This is the knife.

It cuts the buttonhole automatically.

The knife must be the same as the

buttonhole.

is a handle.

-- it lifts the clamps.

The thread is also cut aut,Jmatically.

Some machines sew a row of buttons at the same time.
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I ASSIGNMENT:

1. What is the side stitch?

2. What is the barring stitch?

3. Why do you need the clamps?

4. What does the handle do?

5. Do you have to cut the thread?

6. Is the buttonhole cut automatically?



UNIT VII

SPECIAL MACHINES

The aitton Machine Lesson 10

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the button machine.

Words to learn for this lesson:

button (but/ an)

hole (hi51)

shank (shangk)

snap (snap)

hook (hilk)

eye (1)

clamp (klamp)

This is a button

machine. r

The machine sews the button on automatically.
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I 2.

The machine sews on any button:

1. The 4-hole button

2. The 2-hole button

3. The shank button

I 1 I I MI a. e

0

A
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3
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This machine also sews snaps and hooks-and-eyes.

The button machine does not have a bobbin or looper.

The button machine uses only one thread.

CEO
20



This is how you thread the button machine.

Only the top is threaded.

The button machine has two foot pedals.

One foot pedal to put the button in the machine.

One foot pedal to make the machine work.
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These are the clamps.

They hold the button while you sew.

Put the button between the clamps.

Take your foot off the pedal.

Step on the left pedal.

-245-

When you step on the right foot

pedal, the clamps open.

Hold the garment on sides of

the clamps.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. Name three buttons this machine sews.

2. What else can this machine sew?

3. Does the button machine have a bobbin? Yes No

4. How many threads does the button machine have?

5. What do the clamps do?

6. Where do you put the button?
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UNIT VIII

ODDS AND ENDS

1. Pre s sing

2. The handling of work

3. Repairs

4. Folding and counting



UNIT VIII

ODDS AND ENDS

Pressing
Lesson 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn about pressing.

Words to learn for this lesson:

pre s sing (pre sl ing)

steam iron (stem/ i, arn)

sleeve board (slevl 1:18/.0

edge

wrinkle

Most factories use steam

pressing machines.

(ej)

(ring/ kal)
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For smaller pressing

steam electric iron is

The presser steps on different

foot pedals to make the machine

work.

This is a sleeve board.
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This is an edge pressing block.

It is used to press the edges on collars.



When you press a seam open, hold it down with your fingers.

0000,1111111146,
limiunwitour muumuu(

For stubborn wrinkles, use steam and beat flat with a beater.



Darts are pressed either open or to

the center of the garment.
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This is a pressing mitt.

It is used to steam the armhole.



ASSIGNMENT:

1. What do most factories use for pressing?

2. What can be used for small pressing jobs?

3. On what do we press collars?

4. What do we use on stubborn wrinkles?

5 What do we use to steam an armhole?

6. How are darts pressed?



The Handling of Work

UNIT VIII

ODDS AND ENDS

Lesson 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to handle the work so that you do not waste

time.

Words to learn for this lesson:

handle (had del)

reach (r-ech)

easy ("az/ i)

close

push

loose

In, power sewing, time is money.

A good operator never wastes time. She uses both hands at the same time.

A good operator puts her work where she can reach it easily.

(k15z)

(piish)

(las)
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This is VERY GOOD.

The operator takes her work with the left hand.

The work is close to her hand.

At the same time she pushes the finished work

with her right hand.

This is GOOD.

The operator can take the work, but she must

stretch her hand.

The operator is not as fast.

This is BAD.

The work is not close enough.

The operator must get up.

The operator loses time.

Use the kneelift when you put work into the machine.

Use the kneelift when you take work out of the

machine.

This leaves both hands free for work.
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When you use scissors, hold them as

in this picture.

Do not put your fingers in the handle

of the scissors.

This takes longer and you waste time.

When you sew short seams, hold the clippers in your hand.

This helps you to save time.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Where should you put your work?

2. Why is it important to use the kneelift?

3. Why must you not pt.t your fingers in the handle of scissors?

4. Can you save time by putting the material in the right place?

5. Why do we want to save time?



UNIT VIII

ODDS AND ENDS

Repairs

OBJECTIVE: To learn what to do if you make a mistake.

Words to learn for this lesson:

mistake (mis takI)

repair (ri par /)

pucker (puk' ar)

rip (rip)

again (a gen!)

hide (hid)

foralady (f8r/ la" di)

crooked (krille id)

Everybody can make a

mistake when sewing.

If you make a mistake,

be sure to REPAIR it.

It is not nice to give

your mistakes to the

next operator.

You make her lose her

time and money.

A
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If your finished seam looks like this,

it puckers.

One side is longer than the other.

You must rip the seam, and sew it

again.

This is how you repair it.

Sometimes the thread breaks and

leaves a hole in the seam.

It is wrong to start the repair at the same place.



If you cut a hole, do not try to hide it.

Go to your forelady and tell her about it.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. What do Iou do with a mistake?

What is a puckered seam?

When you repair, do you start at the same place?

4. Should you repair a hole that you cut?

5. Can everybody make a mistake?
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Folding and Counting

UNIT VIII

ODDS AND ENDS

Les son 4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to fold and count the finished work.

Words to learn for this lesson:

fold (fa-1d)

count (kount)

finish (fin/ ish)

piecewOrk (p-3s/ we rk)

bundle (bun/ dal)

When you are finished with your sewing,

you must fold your work.

No v

A good operator folds her work

5 neatly.



Give your work, folded and counted,

to the next operator.

She will thank you, because she will

not waste any time.

If you work on piecework, you must count

and add your coupons every day.

On piecework you fold your work

in bundle s.

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Fold 150 pieces of work.

Make ten-piece bundles.
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